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London

Areas
Eastern District
Western District
North London
Northern District
North Western District
South London
South Eastern District
South Western District
Central London
Eastern Central District
Western Central District
All London Buroughs

Adventures
Plot Hooks
Play aids
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Unhallowed Metropolis sites
New Dark Age - Oﬃcial website
EOS - Publishers
EOS Message Board
LiveJournal - Blog
Plugins installed in this wiki

Contributors
As contributors create accounts and add content to this wiki, they will be added to this page for the
purposes of attribution. Attribution is required for any use of any materials on this wiki (see
Intellectual Property and the Creative Commons license below).
Contributors Page

Editing Rules
All entries must be related to Unhallowed Metropolis
Any spam links or emails will be deleted, pages can only be edited by Registered Users Only
Every page can be created or edited by any Registered User EXCEPT this page. If you want to
change this page, let me know (Peter Cobcroft = Curufea = curufea@yahoo.com)
Note regarding additions to the wiki - Some creators may not wish to have their work put in
a collaborative environment such that it can be modiﬁed by others. You may add entries for
their work, but only link to the original thread, article or webpage, do not duplicate the
information onto the wiki. If you are one of these authors, please contact me if you encounter
your work on the wiki.
Only contribute to the wiki material that you yourself have created, or have been
given permission to distribute as a collaborative work.

Intellectual Property
This wiki and its content are under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 license
You are free:
to Share — to copy, distribute, display, and perform the work
to Remix — to make derivative works
Under the following conditions:
Attribution. You must attribute the work in the manner speciﬁed by the author or licensor (but
not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the work).
Share Alike. If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the resulting
work only under the same, similar or a compatible license.
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For any reuse or distribution, you must make clear to others the license terms of this
work. The best way to do this is with a link to this web page.
Any of the above conditions can be waived if you get permission from the copyright
holder.
Apart from the remix rights granted under this license, nothing in this license impairs or
restricts the author's moral rights.
This is a locked entry
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